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Kickin’ back
Lynn Wiese (left) and Becky Wiese, residents of Charleston, enjoy
watching the Pink Panthers dancing during the tailgating Saturday
afternoon outside O’Brien Stadium.  Hundreds of students, faculty and
area residents gathered outside the stadium to engage in the pre-game
festivities.  See page 12 for complete football coverage.
By DEANA POOLE
Administration editor
A nine-member planning
committee has been formed to
compile a list of campus projects
that reflect the future needs of
the university.
“It would be a study of the
entire campus coordinated with
art iculated plans that
departments, colleges and areas
of the university have submitted
to identify physical changes and
improvements that can happen to
campus in future,” said Ted
Weidner, director of facilities
planning and management. 
Weidner said the
recommendations will reflect the
goals and objectives stated in the
university’s strategic plan.
“We will look at the existing
campus, where deficiencies are,
where there might  be extra
facilities or resources that folks
didn’t know about and determine
whether they appropriately
match the goals and objectives
of the universi ty overal l ,”
Weidner said.
He said recommendations
would include the addition or
relocation of parking spaces and
building renovations.
Weidner also said the
recommendations wil l  be
completed depending on the
university’s financial resources.
“To a great extent completion
or implementat ion of
recommendations in the plan
wil l  s t i l l  be dependent  on
financial resources which do not
always f low as quickly or
regularly as people of  the
university would like,” Weidner
said.  “This will give us a guide
as where we need to focus
changes on campus in the
future.”
Weidner said the Board of
Trustees requested a master
university plan to be formulated.
“This is a Board of Trustees
effort ,”  he said.  “They have
asked to have a master plan done
and we wil l  undoubtedly be
reviewing information with the
proper senate constituencies on
campus.”
The committee members
include,  Tom Johnson,  BOT
member and chair of committee;
Keith Bransen, BOT member;
Mac Hollowell, BOT member;
Terry Weidner, vice president for
academic affairs; Morgan Olsen,
vice president  for  business
affairs;  Lou Hencken,  vice
president for student affairs;
Gail Richard, chair of Faculty
Senate; Theresa Sims, chair of
Staff Senate; and Kim Harris,
Student Body president.
Weidner said he wil l  be
providing assistance to the
committee.
He said the committee has not
met or scheduled a meeting date.
The plan should be completed
within a year and a half.
Big picture
New master planning committee
to evaluate future campus needs
ANNA BETZELBERGER/Associate Photo Editor
Celebrate
Anabella Mellado, lead singer, and Ray Wood, accordion player, of the Spanish group “El Grupo Latino”
play for the Latino Banquet Sunday night in the Grand Ballroom in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. The event kicked off  Latino Heritage Celebration Month.
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor
Tickets to the upcoming Family Weekend Aretha
Franklin concert are available to the general public
beginning today.
The “Queen of Soul” is slated to play a show at 8
p.m. Friday, Oct. 17 and again at 8 p.m. Saturday,
Oct. 18. Both concerts will be held in Lantz Gym,
which has a maximum capacity of 4,000 seats per
show.
The $20 tickets have been available to parents for
the past several weeks through flyers advertising
Family Weekend events. Parents and students
typically get the first chance to purchase tickets –
and the first shot at the best seats available – for the
annual concert, said University Board Chair Tom
Ryan.
The seats are awarded based on when the flyers
arrive at the Business Office, Ryan said, with the
best seats going to early arrivals.
Ryan said UB concerts typically sell some tickets
to the general public, but most go to students. For
the Franklin concert, he said this is the first time
most faculty and staff members have been given the
Aretha Franklin tickets on sale today
By SCOTT BOEHMER
Campus editor
University officials are bringing in a consultant this
week to gather information and ideas about getting a
food court in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
The idea for a food court at Eastern was introduced
last year after a campus improvements referendum. The
referendum created a $50 per semester fee for various
projects, including $1 million which will go to the food
court.
Joyce Fasano, a consultant from the Cornyn Fasano
Group in Portland, Ore.  has worked with several other
universities on their food courts and will be coming to
Eastern. She will meet with students, faculty, staff and
other interested individuals from Tuesday through
Friday, said Shirley Stewart, director of student services
and career services.
Fasano will have meetings with a number of groups,
including residents of Greek Court and the residence
halls and members of Student Senate, University
Consultant to examine food options
See TICKETS page 2
See FOOD page 2
By DEANA POOLE
and SCOTT BOEHMER
Staff editors
Anne Olson had a strange feeling
when she woke up Saturday that
something good was going to
happen that day.
Olson’s hunch turned into about
a $1,100 spring semester tuition
waiver awarded to the sophomore
undecided major during the fourth
quarter of the football game.
“Sometimes you know
something is going to happen,” she
said.
Olson said she was very
surprised to hear her name
announced as the winner.
“I think it’s great,” Olson said. “It
was weird to hear my name called.
It was crazy.”
Olson said she put her name in
the drawing for the waiver because
she had nothing to lose.
“I did it because I figured why
not, if you have the chance to win a
tuition waiver,” she said. “I thought
I’d go for it.”
Olsen said her parents, who
usually pay tuition, were thrilled to
hear the news. 
Eastern President David Jorns
and Lou Hencken, vice president
for student affairs, presented Olson
with the award.
This is the second year the
Student premonition ends in $1,100
See WINNER page 2
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&then some
◆  EXTENDED FAMILY
Sigma Chi fraternity started
an Adopt-A-Highway program
for its chapter last spring. The
fraternity has adopted a two-
mile stretch of Route 130 about
three miles north of Charleston
and end around Fairgrange
Road.
KURT RICHARDSON, a
member of the fraternity, said
the chapter is happy to help the
community keep the road
clean. He said the fraternity
signed a contract to agree to
pick up litter on either side of
the road at least two times a
year.
Adopt-A-Highway is a state
program in which Illinois pro-
vides trash bags, safety videos
and orange safety vests to wear
while cleaning the road.
In exchange for the clean up,
the state provides the safety
equipment and a sign on the
road to let drivers know who
has adopted the stretch.
Anyone wanting more infor-
mation about the Adopted-A-
Highway program can call the
local Department of
Transportation.
◆  WATCH OUT, CHARLESTON!
The Daily Eastern News has
a new edition to their staff – a
city editor.
TAMMIE LEIGH
BROWN, a senior, journalism
major, has been selected as the
new city editor.
Tammie has served as an
intern at the Aurora Beacon
News last summer and The St.
Louis Post Dispatch last year.
She is filling the vacancy left
by ROB STROUD ,  who is
now a part-time reporter at the
Charleston Times-Courier.
◆  FYI
& Then Some is a column
designed to highlight individu-
als on campus who have
received special recognition.
Our goal is to serve as an outlet
for the smaller groups on cam-
pus and to showcase their
members and achievements.
Anyone interested in submit-
ting information to & Then
Some should write or call
Reagan Branham at The Daily
Eastern News, 581-2812 or e-
mail her at
curlb4@pen.eiu.edu.
& then some is a weekly column covering
various campus and community events.
— Reagan Branham is the managing editor and a 
regular columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
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PASADENA, Calif. (AP) –
Helen Hunt, whose character
entered the realm of motherhood in
“Mad About You,” was honored as
best actress in a comedy series at
Sunday’s 49th Annual Primetime
Emmy Awards.
Television academy voters chose
her performance over that of Ellen
DeGeneres, whose “Ellen” charac-
ter entered a different realm, declar-
ing her lesbianism in a controver-
sial episode last season.
John Lithgow repeated as best
actor in a comedy series with his
antic performances as an alien visi-
tor to Earth in “3rd Rock from the
Sun.” Co-star Kristen Johnston won
supporting actress in a comedy
series, her first nomination.
Michael Richards, the manic
neighbor Kramer on “Seinfeld,’’
won best supporting actor in a com-
edy series for the third time in five
nominations.
“To Jerry and Julia and Jason,
what a pleasure to be working with
such a sound ensemble,” Richards
said, complimenting co-stars Jerry
Seinfeld, Julia Louis-Dreyfus and
Jason Alexander.
“Miss Evers Boys,” an HBO film
based on the true story of notorious
medical experiments on unsuspect-
ing black men won three presti-
gious awards.
The show was named best mini-
series, received the President’s
Award for socially worthwhile pro-
gramming and captured an acting
award for Alfre Woodard.
Actor Laurence Fishburne, who
was executive producer of the
movie, saluted the survivors and
President Clinton, “who had the
decency to make a moral apology”
for the experiments.
Awards for supporting actor and
actress in a drama series went to
Kim Delaney of “NYPD Blue” and
Hector Elizondo of “Chicago
Hope.”
“As my twisted character might
say right now, `I’d love a tequila
shooter,’” said Delaney, who plays
a recovering alcoholic police detec-
tive.
Elizondo captured his first
Emmy after four nominations.
“Thanks to West 177th Street in
New York for raising me right,”
said Elizondo, who also thanked his
parents for teaching him “that hav-
ing bad manners is much worse
than being poor.”
The trophy for best variety,
music or comedy series went to
“Tracey Takes On...,” which stars
Tracey Ullman in offbeat skits.
Jay Leno, David Letterman, Bill
Maher and Dennis Miller were
losers in the category.
“As the Spice Girls would say:
Girl Power! I beat the boys,”
Ullman declared.
DeGeneres’ comedy “Ellen”
won for outstanding writing for a
comedy series. And she dedicated
the award to gay and lesbian teen-
agers, telling them: “There’s noth-
ing wrong with you.”
NBC dominates Emmy awards
Board, Black Student Union,
Latin American Student
Organization and Lesbian, Gay,
Bisexual and Allies Union. 
There also will be an open
meeting at 5 p.m. Tuesday in the
Paris Room of the Union.
“Joyce (Fasano) wants to visit
campus and talk to various
groups so that she has a better
understanding of what the stu-
dents would like to see in the
food court,” Stewart said.
Fasano will also discuss some
of the options available for the
food court, Stewart said. 
She said a formal plan of
what the food court may involve
has not been set, but said there
are general ly three to five
restaurants per food court. 
Stewart said she is tentatively
hoping for the food court to be
constructed and open by
September 1999.
“(The restaurants) would be
contracted - this would be three
to five individual  ones that
would contract to come into our
food court,” Stewart said.
Stewart said the contract of
the McDonald’s location in the
Union expires in September
1999, after which time they will
be able to bid for a location in
the food court.
FOOD from page one
contest has been held. David Kidwell, assistant athlet-
ic director for marketing and sports information, said
the contest is intended as a way to bring students to
the game and keep them there through the majority of
it.
Kidwell said the contest was an fairly effective in
keeping attendance throughout Saturday’s game.
“By the time we announced it the game was all but
over, there wasn’t much doubt we were going to win,”
Kidwell said. “I think certainly (the drawing) was a
motivating factor to keep people there that long.”
Kidwell said attendance at the game was estimated
at 5,800, although he did not know how many students
entered the drawing.
WINNER from page one 
opportunity to purchase tickets. 
“We generally sometimes get a
lot of general public sales, less
with Parents Weekend because it’s
generally geared toward parents,”
Ryan said.
He said Franklin was selected
for the concert through surveys that
ask what type of entertainment par-
ents want to see. 
Although Franklin matches the
statistics, Ryan said it is not a guar-
antee of success for the concert.
“Who can predict the parents?
Obviously not all of them wanted
to go the Doobie Brothers (con-
cert) last year,” Ryan said.
UB will advertise for the concert
on local radio stations and will
send out press releases to local
newspapers.
TICKETS from page one
MONTROUIS, Haiti (AP) – U.S. Navy divers
recovered another 34 bodies Sunday from the
wreckage of a ferry that sank last week, leaving
more than a hundred corpses still buried deep in the
hold of the submerged boat.
Few mourners stood on the shore, which smelled
of disinfectant and rotting flesh, as the bodies were
brought to the ocean surface from the remains of
the vessel 120 feet below.
A brass band played a funeral march and a dozen
hearses drove along a dirt road leading to the pebble
beach Sunday to retrieve the bodies for burial.
About 130 corpses so far have been recovered
from the Pride of Gonave, which sank Sept. 8 off
Montrouis after a one-hour journey from Anse-a-
Galets on Gonave Island.
Authorities are unsure how many people were
trapped below decks when the boat sank, so esti-
mates of the number of victims are imprecise.
Twenty divers in teams of two plunged to the
wreckage Sunday and will return Monday, said Col.
Jon Stull, who is heading the U.S. recovery effort.
The operation was suspended in the late afternoon
as sunlight faded Bereaved relatives are eager to
claim the bodies so they can perform last rites –
which, according to the country’s voodoo religion,
allows the dead to find eternal peace. But President
Rene Preval claims the bodies are too decomposed
to identify, and has proposed a mass grave.
U.N. officials say about 50 people survived the
sinking of Pride of Gonave, which flipped over
when the captain cast anchor and everyone hurried
to one side to get off, some survivors claim.
Haitian officials say the 60-foot, three-story ferry
was licensed to carry up to 300 passengers. But
Steve Banks, a U.S.
Coast Guard lieutenant in Port-au-Prince, has
said the boat was certified to carry only 80 people.
An official inquest has not yet begun, said
Interior Minister Jean Moliere.
More bodies recovered in Haiti
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MONDAY NITE FOOTBALL AT
. . .
Lunch Special Malibu Chicken
w/Fries $349
$20022 oz Lite, Bud Light, Bud Bottles 
$150 Amaretto Stone Sour
Tonite Marty’s own Cheese Fries w/ sour cream &
bacon bits
$350 Pitchers Miller Lite, Icehouse,Leinie’s Berry Weis
Cowboys vs. Eagles
(canadian bacon,swiss n’  shrooms)
1412 4th St.
Charleston
345-7849
Mon Lunch Special
Mon Dinner Special
Chicken Fajita Salad...$4.95
Monday Night Football
Icehouse Pint Glasses
$2.50 purchase $1.25 refills
•KEEP THE GLASS•
All you can eat buffet $4.95
Try our new “REAL”
Hickory Smoked BBQ
BLT........$3.25
Giant Stuffed Potato $3.95
Express Lunch Special
Available!
Surprise all of your 
friends sell their stuff 
in The Daily Eastern 
News Classifieds.
10% Discount
On all parts and Service
Valid Through 10/15/97
EIU
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pon
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18th & Lincoln, Charleston
Phones: (217) 345-3673
234-3673 • 923-3673
By DEANA POOLE
Administration editor
The Faculty Senate Tuesday
will formulate a faculty stance
on the Instructional Technology
Support Plan proposed by Terry
Weidner, vice president for aca-
demic affairs,  and Eastern’s
President David Jorns.
The senate will  meet at 2
p.m. in the former BOG Room
in Booth Library.
Senate members asked for
responses from campus con-
stituencies regarding the pro-
posed changes to Academic
Computing.
They wil l  compile the
responses received and formu-
late a faculty position based
upon the responses.
After a recommendation is
made,  the ult imate decision
may lie in the hands of Jorns,
Weidner and Morgan Olsen,
vice president  for  business
affairs.
The plan was proposed at the
Aug.  26 senate meeting in
response to recommendations
made on Academic Computing
by the senate.
The plan wil l  rename
Academic Computing to User
Services and require each col-
lege to hire an Information
Technology Specialist.
The salaries of the specialists
for the four colleges would be
equally divided through
$50,000 of  money from the
state.  The money would be
available through a planning
priori ty of  the Council  on
Universi ty Planning and
Budget.
The senate also will discuss
the interpretation of the Faculty
Senate Constitution.
The addition of the position
of assistant vice president for
business affairs sparked debate
last week regarding the role of
the senate.
The senate remained unaware
of the additional position until a
search committee was review-
ing applications for the posi-
tion.
According to the Faculty
Senate Constitution, the senate
is supposed to be made aware
of the addit ion of  a  major
administrative position.
The senate wil l  discuss
whether assistant vice president
for business affairs is a major
administrative position, and
determine whether their consti-
tution implies they should have
been informed about the addi-
tion.
Senate to
take stand 
Technology plan
to be discussed
Video answers student
recycling questions 
IKUYA KURATA/Staff photographer
Jackie Worden, a Coles County Arts Council member, sketches flowers
in a drawing book during Artist’s Day, sponsored by CCAC Saturday
afternoon in the Garden, owned by Wesley Whiteside,a retired Botany
professor. 
An article in Thursday’s edition of The Daily Eastern News
misidentified a quote from Student Body President Kim Harris.
The News regrets the error.
Correction
By MATT ADRIAN
Student government editor
Students who are curious about
what types of materials can be
recycled and how to get a recy-
cling bin can have their questions
answered after watching a 10-
minute recycling video produced
by the university.
The video will be made avail-
able for freshman orientation and
classroom use, said Doug
Stepansky, the Student Senate
University Development chair.
The video also may be shown in
the video lounge of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University Union,
he said.
A formal date hasn’t been set
to show the video.
“The main purpose (of the
video) is awareness,” Stepansky
said. “(Students should) realize
Eastern is giving its best effort to
running a recycling program,”
Stepansky said.
“It is something that is over-
due,” he said. “I hope it will be an
effective tool.”
The planning for the video
began in the spring semester,
Stepansky said. The script for the
video was written by Allan
Rathe, Eastern’s recycling coordi-
nator, and Stepansky. The recy-
cling committee then contracted
WEIU to shoot the production.
Stepansky said the video cost
about $1,500 to produce. The
cost was split between the
Student Senate, the University
Recycling Committee and the
Housing Office, he said.
Eastern created a recycling
committee in 1992 to meet a state
mandate. The mandate states
Illinois universities must reduce
waste streams 40 percent by the
year 2000.
Two men were arrested for
allegedly stealing a firearm in the
sporting goods department of
Super Wal-mart in Mattoon
between June 1 and Aug. 7,
police reports stated.
Sean A. Austin, 21, of Gays,
was arrested Sept. 5 on a Coles
County warrant charging him
with theft of a firearm, according
to a police report. 
Derrick R. Eident, 22, of
Windsor, was arrested on
Wednesday on a Coles County
warrant also charging him with
the theft of a firearm, a police
report said.
Both arrests have resulted in an
investigation to the theft. The
Mattoon Police Department is
continuing the investigation, and
additional arrests are expected to
be made, according to a police
report.
Super Wal-mart declined to
comment on the matter.
Investigation continues
in Wal-Mart firearm theft
The Daily Eastern News
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“The lines are fallen unto me in pleasant places; 
yea, I have a goodly heritage.
–Book of Psalms, the Bible
today’s quote
Clinton legacy: Avoid foreign policy by proxy
Eastern students and Charleston residentsshould take advantage of Latino Heritage
Month, which began Sunday, to learn more
about a rich and diverse culture.
Latino Heritage Month runs from Sept. 14 to
Oct. 14. A variety of organizations on campus
are sponsoring events related to the Latino
Heritage Month, which is a positive move and
shows how different organizations are coming
together in the name of
unity. Some of the orga-
nizations sponsoring
events are the University
Board, the Latin American Student
Organization, the Newman Catholic Center and
the Tarble Arts Center. 
Luciana Gomes, the chair of the Latino
Heritage Celebration Committee, said this
year’s celebration will reach out into the com-
munity more than it has since its start in 1995.
Members of the LASO are going to visit
Charleston grade schools to help educate stu-
dents about Latino culture. This is a great way
for young children to become aware of other
cultures they may not be exposed to every day.
This would give Charleston children a chance
to be more culturally educated and aware.
This is a step in the right direction for getting
the community involved with activities at
Eastern. The Charleston Recreation Department
is sponsoring a Latin Fest at Morton Park  on
Oct. 4, which will feature a day of fun and
games for all ages. 
Since there isn’t a big population of Latinos
in Charleston, this is a way for people to
become more culturally aware and get to know
other members of a particular culture.
Eastern as a whole is trying to get involved
with the different cultural organizations on
campus. The Pink Panthers performed a Latino
dance during the half-time performance at the
football game Saturday. This is a good example
of students of all ethnic backgrounds celebrat-
ing another culture.
Latino Heritage Month is filled with speak-
ers, movies and other activities people from
every part of Charleston can enjoy. This month
should be an example of other cultural months
to come. People should participate and show
their support for spreading knowledge of the
Latino cultures.
Editorial
To the editor:
I am writing to discourage the
Student Senate from passing a resolu-
tion that supports a mandatory
Occupational Services Seminar for
juniors and seniors.
Blocking course registration for
students who do not want career
counseling and who consequently fail
to sign up for the seminar is nonsensi-
cal, assuming that the actual intention
of the seminar is to serve students.
Perhaps our administration has the
grandiose idea that university juniors
and seniors are simply too stupid to
realize that the career-services office
might just be a good place to go if we
want help finding jobs. Unfortunately,
a likelier scenario is that bolstering
the career-services program itself has
been prioritized over the concern for
students’ needs. And unless I am mis-
taken, students need to register for
classes in order to graduate.
Otherwise, we can kiss our post-grad-
uate, fantasy careers goodbye.
If the Student Senate passes any
resolution, it should state that the stu-
dent body will not respond to idle
threats, even to those under the guise
of being for our own benefit. The
Occupational Services Seminar is a
good idea – for students who are
interested in voluntary participating in
it – and there is no reason why the
senate shouldn’t support it. But don’t
sell students short. We are better
informed than career services likes to
pretend.
Michael May
senior philosophy major
your turnStudents aren’t stupid;
don’t use idle threats to
enforce career seminar
The Daily Eastern News accepts
letters to the editor addressing local,
state, national and international issues.
They should be less than 250 words
and include the author’s name, tele-
phone number and address. Students
must indicate their year in school and
major. Faculty, administration and
staff should indicate their position and
department. Letters whose authors
cannot be verified will not be printed.
Depending on space constraints, we
may have to edit your letter, so keep it
as concise as possible.
Letter policy
What will the Clinton legacybe? This must be a thorny
issue at the White House and
with those who identify them-
selves with this administration. 
Is it a balanced budget, welfare
reform, the Hope Scholarship,
Bosnia or the Middle East?
One good thing that has hap-
pened in President Clinton’s sec-
ond term is the appointment of
Madeleine Albright as the secre-
tary of state. A lot must ride on
her shoulders, and hopefully she will be given the tools to
fashion America’s foreign policy in the national and global
interests.
Foreign policy by proxy must not be the bedrock of
America. A big stick in her arsenal coupled with some car-
rots would do this country good, especially in Bosnia, the
Middle East, the Far East and Africa.
The Dayton accord is no panacea for peace in the
Balkans. Serb leaders Radovan Karadzic and Ratko Mladic
must be shown “the stick.” This cat-and-mouse game must
end if real peace is to emerge in that region of the world. 
And who better to bring about this peace but the “new
iron lady on the block”? The charge of crimes against
humanity by these two Serb leaders is a real recipe for dis-
aster. The Serbian people will not abandon these men.
Their capture and trial will unleash further bloodshed in
former Yugoslavia.
Albright and her team of advisers must reopen the
Dayton agreement. Richard Holbrooke negotiated a treaty
that could not be enforced in the name of time. 
Why does time matter? If the agreement has loopholes,
why not fix it? What’s the hurry? Banana republics negoti-
ate for the day, not for the morrow. The United States must
therefore take charge of its foreign policy and not allow
proxies to hijack the initiative.
This applies also to the Middle East. Secretary Albright
should tell the Israelis and the Palestinians the need for
peace in the region. 
No one will deny the Israelis’ desire for security. But
security for Israel must not negate the aspirations of the
Palestinians. 
The housing initiative of Prime Minister Netanyahu
should not be encouraged. It sours the climate for mean-
ingful dialogue. As Moses told the Pharaoh, “Let my peo-
ple go,” the Israeli government
should consider final partition as
a guarantor for security. 
The Israeli occupation of
Southern Lebanon breeds hostile
neighbors. This Israel must know
unless it is in denial. Secretary
Albright should use all the diplo-
matic acumen she has to con-
vince both belligerents of the
importance of peace. 
There are greater needs facing
the people of the region like
water resources, land, population and so forth. This should
be the focus. Public diplomacy will not bring the parties to
peace. Syria and her cohorts, the Hezbollah, should be
convinced of the need for stability in that region of the
world.
The Far East is another foreign-policy issue that needs
aggressive attention. Thank goodness, Hong Kong’s rever-
sion to mainland China has not dampened the economic
vibrancy of the former British colony. However, it is too
soon to make any meaningful assessment of the situation. 
Selective policy choices are the answer to these myriad
problems facing the United States. Albright is the person
who can make a difference and guarantee Clinton a legacy.
Africa has not fared well during the last decade. South
Africa is the only beacon of hope. Somalia, Liberia, Sierra
Leone and the other nations struggling with kleptocratic
regimes are a threat to world peace and security. 
Call it what you will, but these rulers are also commit-
ting a crime against their people. Morality demands that
bad governments are not rewarded with largess from U.S.
taxpayers.
This is America’s challenge, and for the “manifest des-
tiny” of this nation to be fully realized, Albright must
uphold the principles etched in its founding documents. 
This is what the world is waiting for. Albright, you are
Clinton’s light at the end of the tunnel. Bring America
home to its fundamentals. This you can do by not allowing
our foreign policy to be by proxy. America must determine
its future by the quality of leadership it provides to human-
ity.
– Olatoye Baiyewu is an English graduate assistant and
a semimonthly columnist for The Daily Eastern News.
His e-mail address is cgmob@pen.eiu.edu.
OLATOYE BAIYEWU
Regular columnist
“Secretary of
State Madeline
Albright is the
person who can
make a difference
and guarantee
Clinton a legacy.”
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Celebrate new culture:
Take part in this year’s
Latino Heritage Month
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Last Chance Deal ...
Only $19.00
Rent til May 98
Free Delivery
1-800-811-1953
Advertise
with
TheDaily
EasternNews
By JASON DOCKTER
Staff writer
Students can experience driving
drunk without the consequences
Tuesday when the Dodge Neon
Drunk Driving Simulator returns
to Eastern.
Students and Charleston resi-
dents are invited to test-drive the
car from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. in the
Ninth Street Parking Lot.
The car enables drivers to expe-
rience the effects alcohol has on a
person’s response time. The car is
programmed with the person’s
weight and the number of drinks
that would be required for the driv-
er to have a blood alcohol level of
.08 or higher which would make
the person legally drunk in Illinois.
Holly Cofer, the Health
Education Coordinator, said the
simulator gives people first-hand
experience on the dangers of drunk
driving. She also hopes the simula-
tor is a deterrent for students and
that they will avoid drinking and
driving in the future.
Cofer said the simulator has
been coming to Eastern for the
past six years. The event is spon-
sored by the Charleston Alcohol
Task Force.
The simulator’s popularity has
grown rapidly since its creation.
Cofer said the car is in high
demand all over the country, so
drivers should take advantage of it
while it is here.
Cofer said the main thing she
hopes students learn is to think
before they get behind the wheel
of a car after they have been drink-
ing and realize the consequences.
She encouraged students to plan
ahead and have a designated driv-
er. 
Under the influence
Simulator lets participants
experience alcohol’s effects
MIDDLE RIVER, Md. (AP) –
An F-117A stealth fighter broke
apart during an air show perfor-
mance and crashed into two hous-
es Sunday, setting both on fire and
causing four minor injuries on the
ground.
The pilot ejected safely.
The crash happened about 3:30
p.m. as the jet was making its final
passes during the Chesapeake Air
Show at the Glen Martin State
Airport.
Several witnesses said they saw
parts of the plane break off just
before it went down. Home video
of the crash showed a piece of the
aircraft, which appeared to be
from the tail section, flying off the
jet before it went into a slow, flat
spin and crashed.
“Some people were saying it
was part of the show,” said Rudy
Medina, who was at the air show.
“But I knew it wasn’t part of the
show. No aircraft of that caliber
disintegrates in midair like that.”
The plane, carrying 11,000
pounds of fuel, went down about a
mile from the airport, into two
houses and two cars at a condo-
marina complex on Chesapeake
Bay in this suburb northeast of
Baltimore.
Baltimore County Fire Capt.
Steve Gisriel said a man and three
women at the complex suffered
only minor injuries and were not
hospitalized. Among them was an
elderly woman who managed to
escape her home seconds after the
plane slammed into her garage.
The pilot, identified as Capt.
Bryan Knight, was also treated at
the scene for minor back and neck
injuries.
Witness Kimberly Chaapel said
she noticed that “part of the wing
fell off” before the plane went
down and the pilot ejected.
“He started rolling head over
tail and (the pilot) ejected proba-
bly 500 feet before the ground,”
she told CNN. “He was very, very
lucky.”
Andy Kunkowski said he was
watching the show from a small
boat near the shoreline, and imme-
diately went to the scene of the
crash and spoke to the pilot after
he parachuted to the ground.
“He said he was truly sorry
about what had happened and said
he tried to pull it out,” Kunkowski
said. “He wanted to land this thing
in the water, but couldn’t.”
Gisriel said the fire was under
control about an hour after the
crash and a three-block area of the
complex was being evacuated for
military officials to conduct their
investigation.
The Air Force said the F-117A
had taken off from Langley Air
Force Base, Va., and was to return
after flying by the air show.
The aircraft, assigned to the 7th
Fighter Squadron, 49th Fighter
Wing at Holloman Air Force
Base, N.M., was one of two F-
117As loaned temporarily at
Langley to support air shows
along the East Coast, the Air
Force said.
Stealth fighter crashes into houses
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Hurry!! Only 8 More Days
Until ...
CAREER DAY/ JOB FAIR
September 23, 1997
9:30 am - 2:30 pm
Lantz Gym
Over 120 employers attending!!
Pick up a copy of the Job Fair Program containing impor-
tant information on positions available, majors sought
and employer descriptions by 
Wednesday, 9/17 at Career Services, SSB, Room 13.
Prepare Now!!
Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
PHOTO AND MESSAGE
The Daily Eastern News
(Deadline: 2 Business Days Before Ad is to run)
HUMILIATE YOUR FRIEND!
WASHINGTON (AP) – Sen.
John McCain said Sunday his bill
to overhaul campaign finance prac-
tices, opposed by almost all his
Republican colleagues, could reach
the Senate floor before Congress
goes home this year.
But the leading critic of the legis-
lation, Republican Mitch
McConnell of Kentucky, promised
he would filibuster it if it does.
McCain, R-Ariz., said on CNN’s
“Late Edition” that he had dis-
cussed his bill with Sen. Majority
Leader Trent Lott, R-Miss., and “I
believe we will have some agree-
ment to bring it up onto the floor. I
am very hopeful.” Lott, who has
previously held that debate on cam-
paign finance reform should wait
for the end of Senate hearings into
past campaign fund-raising viola-
tions, also appeared more open to
earlier consideration of legislation.
“I am discussing how we could
do it at some point with Sen. John
McCain,” Lott said on CBS’ “Face
the Nation.” “What I would like to
do is to see if we can develop a pro-
cess where it can be done in a rea-
sonable and fair way.”
Last Thursday, all 45 Senate
Democrats signed a letter pledging
their support to the bill sponsored
by McCain and Sen. Russ
Feingold, D-Wis., and urging Lott
to schedule a vote.
“We think the ground is begin-
ning to move on this issue,”
Feingold said on “Fox News
Sunday.” “We are very, very excited
about the prospects for bipartisan
reform this year.” The McCain-
Feingold bill would ban so-called
soft money – largely unrestricted
donations to political parties – limit
donations by political action com-
mittees and offer free or reduced-
cost television advertising to candi-
dates who voluntarily limit spend-
ing.
GOP campaign finance bill opposed
WASHINGTON (AP) – William
Weld is counting on Main Street
America to push for a hearing on
his nomination to be ambassador to
Mexico, but congressional leaders
say it’s time for Weld and President
Clinton to give up.
“This nomination is dead,” said
Senate Majority Leader Trent Lott,
who has the power to bring the
nomination before the full Senate,
bypassing Sen. Jesse Helms, R-
N.C., and his Foreign Relations
Committee.
“The president, for the sake of
our relationships with Mexico and
all the other issues that we need to
take up, needs to go ahead and find
a way to move away from this
nominee,”Lott said Sunday on
CBS’ “Face the Nation.”
Lott said he talked with Clinton
Saturday and encouraged him to
find a new nominee.
But White House spokeswoman
Julie Green said Lott did not per-
suade the president to give up on a
hearing for Weld.
“Absolutely, the president con-
tinues to support the nomination,”
Green said.
Weld, a moderate Republican,
has been criticized for ruffling con-
servative Helms, who has refused
to allow Senate hearings on the
nomination, saying the former
Massachusetts governor’s support
of medical use of marijuana means
he’s soft on drugs and unqualified
for the job.
“I’ve been advised by a number
of experts in Washington, D.C.,
that the thing to do is come down
here on bended knee if you want
anything from your government,’’
Weld said Sunday on NBC’s “Meet
the Press.” “That’s not really my
style,’’ Weld said, saying he will
continue to fight for the nomination
despite Lott’s and other leaders’
declaration that it is dead.
Weld hoping for public support 
Cowboys
vs.
Eagles
348-8282
Serving Charleston & Eastern Illinois University 426 W. Lincoln
1 Large 14” One
Topping Pizza
$699
Additional toppings $1.10
not valid with any other coupon
Expires 9/15/97
Monday Nite
Football
Special
+tax
WINDHOEK, Namibia (AP) – U.S. and German
military planes with 33 people on board were reported
missing off the coast of southern Africa on Sunday
amid indications they had collided and crashed into the
Atlantic.
The South African air force said a signal received
from a life jacket emergency beacon was evidence there
might be survivors.
German Defense Minister Volker Ruehe said the
German plane, a Soviet-made model inherited from the
former East German army, was last heard from at 4 p.m.
Saturday German time (10 a.m. EDT). He said it appar-
ently crashed into the Atlantic off the coast of Angola.
The German Defense Ministry later said a U.S. mili-
tary C-141 cargo plane with nine crew members was
missing in the same area and presumed crashed.
``We have no information that they collided,’’ a min-
istry spokesman in Bonn said on condition of anonymi-
ty. ``But we have information that they went missing at
the same time and in the same area. When you add one
and one together ... a crash is very probable.’’ The exact
location of the apparent crash was not immediately
known.
A South African air force spokeswoman said a flash
picked up by satellite and reported by officials Saturday
night at Johannesburg airport indicated a possible
midair collision.
The spokeswoman, Lt. Col. Laverne Machine, said a
cargo plane was in the same airspace at the same time
as the missing German plane, but declined to comment
further other than to say that both the German and U.S.
governments had asked South Africa for assistance.
A spokeswoman for Air Mobility Command, head-
quartered at Scott Air Force Base in Illinois, said a U.S.
Air Force C-141 Starlifter cargo plane en route from
Namibia, in southern Africa, to Ascension Island in the
south Atlantic was overdue, ``and we are presuming it
went down in the Atlantic Ocean.’’
U.S. and German military planes missing
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Want to Feel Great September 21?
Now in its 14th year at Mattoon’s Lake Land College, the 
Special Olympics Family Festival has been cited by 
Special Olympics International as
“the largest event of its kind in the world.”
As a FRIEND•FOR•A•DAY, you’ll be assigned to a Special Olympian, 
helping him or her participate in any of dozens of 
non-competitive games or just visit the many attractions offered.
Then be a FRIEND•FOR•A•DAY
September 20 at the 
FOR VOLUNTEER FORMS, GO TO 1018 IH.
PECIAL LYMPICS
AMILY ESTIVAL
S
F
O
F
Dates / Locations
Sept. 16   9:00 am to 4:00 pm
in the 9th Street Parking Lot
Sponsored by Health Service 
People usually parked
in 9th St. lot may park
in other STUDENT lots.
Now
Available After 4:00 p.m.
In The RathskellerNEW
SLIDERS
“Mini Cheeseburgers”
3 for
$1.00
Located in the basement,east wing Martin Luther King, Jr. University Union
ATLANTIC CITY, N.J. (AP) – With her eyes on
Broadway and her hands in a mop bucket, Kate
Shindle never let go of her dream to become Miss
America. And it finally came true.
Six months ago, the Northwestern University the-
ater major was working as a janitor at Gus
Giordano’s Dance Center in Evanston, Ill., in
exchange for free dance lessons.
On Sunday, she was frolicking in the surf for a
mob of photographers and television cameras as she
began her year-long reign as Miss America 1998.
“It’s a little bit overwhelming,” she said. “Just a
short while ago I was just another college student.”
Shindle, 20, of Evanston, captured the title in the
nationally televised Miss America Pageant, which
for the first time ever let viewers see the contestants
wearing two-piece suits.
The suits were more popular with the judges than
they were with the contestants: Only 13 of the 51
contestants chose to wear them, but five made the
top 10 and three were in the top five.
The 5-foot-11-inch beauty, who wore a black two-
piece trimmed in red, sang “Don’t Rain On My
Parade” – from the movie “Funny Girl” – for her tal-
ent offering. And she won before a partisan home-
state crowd.
A New Jersey native whose parents live in nearby
Moorestown, Shindle went to high school with Miss
New Jersey Kathy Nejat. She moved to Illinois to go
to college and competed in the Miss Chicago
Pageant three times – losing each time – before win-
ning Miss Lake-Cook and then Miss Illinois.
“I can’t remember not wanting to be Miss
America, since I was very young,” she said.
She worked three days a week at the dance studio
during the last academic year so she could get free
dance lessons and improve her shot at Broadway,
she said.
“They were looking for someone to clean the mir-
rors and vacuum and sweep and mop the tap room
and I can do that,” she said Sunday.
Shindle said she lost 10 to 12 pounds after win-
ning the local pageant and then shed five more after
winning the state crown, dropping to 145.
Miss America ‘mops up’ pageant
DECATUR (AP) – The sweet,
smoky smell of incense wafts
throughout the building that
houses The Higher Shelf book-
store and the Tilopa Buddhist
Center.
Oriental carpet lines the stairs
that lead to the Tilopa Center’s
second-floor quarters.
Red, yellow and green prayer
flags hang overhead, and a photo
of the Dalai Lama – spiritual
head of Tibetan Buddhists –
occupies a place of honor above
the altar.
“It’s kind of like our church
area,” said Pete Fox, spiritual
director of the center and a
Buddhist monk. “We don’t do
anything in here but our prayers
and meditations.” The apartment
has become a place of study and
contemplation and occasionally
houses visiting Buddhist teach-
ers. Lama Zopa Rinpoche (pro-
nounced “rin-poc-SHAY,” a
Tibetan term of respect, meaning
“precious one” and given to a
recognized reincarnated lama)
recently canceled his tour of the
East Coast to stop in Decatur and
teach Tibetan Buddhism.
The 51-year-old lama, a native
of Tibet, is the director of the
Foundation for the Preservation
of Mahayana Tradition, the world
headquarters of Tibetan
Buddhism near Santa Cruz, Calif.
He was a disciple of Lama
Thubteh Yeshe, one of the first
lamas to bring Buddhism to the
West and the man who estab-
lished the foundation.
Lama Zopa is also teaching the
child who is officially recognized
as Lama Yeshe’s reincarnation,
Lama Osel, who is 12 and study-
ing in India.
Reincarnation is a central tenet
of Buddhism, and powerful
lamas are said to be able to
choose the time and place of
their rebirth.
Osel was born in Spain in
February 1985.
“Before Lama (Yeshe) passed
away, he told a nun he would
reincarnate in Spain,” Zopa said,
sitting cross-legged on a daybed
in the Tilopa center.
He never lies down, even to
sleep, and spends much of his
time in meditation when he is not
teaching or receiving visitors.
His voice is soft,  but his
English is excellent.
Lama brings teachings to Decatur
AFFORDABLE WEB PAGE
DESIGN! For your personal and
organizational needs. 345-5197.
_______________________9/16
BALLET- TAP- JAZZ- & Modern
Dance classes. Come dance with
us! Jacqueline Bennett Dance
Center 345-7182.
_______________________9/19
YOGA/STRETCH CLASS
Jacqueline Bennett Dance Center
345-7182.
_______________________9/19
ATTN: SPECIAL ED MAJORS-
Are you looking for a great part
time job? Now accepting applica-
tions for part time staff to work
2nd and 3rd shifts with DD adults
in a home sett ing, in both
Mattoon and Charleston areas.
Great opportunity for experience.
Must have H.S. dip/GED and
must be dependable and enthusi-
astic about working with MR/MI
adults. Apply in person at 521 7th
St. Charleston. Please put CILA
on application.
______________________12/15
ATTENTION STUDENTS: FAST
CASH, flexible hours, perfect for
students. Start today, get paid
today. Above average income.
Call M. Spitz 234-2579.
_______________________9/17
CHRISTMAS IS COMING-Need
extra money? Sell Avon. Call 345-
4197 or 235-1544.
_______________________9/24
LOOKING FOR A PART-TIME
JOB? Our organization is looking
for a Janitor to work 3-7, M-F.
Qualif ied applicant must be
dependable and able to work with
out supervision and have equiva-
lent of H.S. dip/G.E.D. Apply in
person at 521 7th St. Charleston.
_______________________12/5
OUR ORGANIZATION IS SEEK-
ING dedicated, hard working, and
caring individuals to work with
Developmental Disabilities in resi-
dential Cila setting. Quality appli-
cant must have a H.S. diploma or
GED. FT & PT positions avail-
able-evngs, mdngts, and wknd
shifts. Apply in person at 1118
6th St. Charleston. M-F between
the hrs of 7 & 3 or call Stacey at
345-2271.
_______________________9/19
HELP WANTED Earn an extra
$250.00 wkly. For free info send
sase: DDB P.O. Box 67 Terre
Haute, In 47808.
_______________________9/17
FARM HELP EXPER. PRE-
FERRED call after & leave mes-
sage. 348-8906.
_______________________9/22
CHARLESTON LUMBER IS
LOOKING FOR WAREHOUSE
HELP AND DELIVERY PEOPLE.
If you have worked at a lumber
yard or hardware store please
apply. We are located at 202 6th
St. No Phone Calls. Salary will be
determined by qualifications.
_______________________9/18
HOMEMAKER SERVICES.
Positions available for in home
care, 7 days per week-late
evenings. To inquire phone 345-
8008 or 345-8009 M-F 8:30-4:30.
_______________________9/19
OWN LOTS OF CASH and travel
free. Student reps wanted. Call
now to get an early start and earn
a fat check before Christmas.
800-657-4048.
_______________________9/15
PART TIME PIANO INSTRUC-
TOR NEEDED. Sound Source
Music. 258-8919. Ask for Mike.
________________________5/5
ARE YOU A PEER EDUCATOR
LOOKING FOR A WAY TO USE
YOUR TALENTS? The Alcohol
Awareness Week Committee is
looking for you. Contact Holly
Cofer @ 581-7015.
_______________________9/15
INTERESTED IN GETTING
INVOLVED WITH A MAJOR
CAMPAIGN. Alcohol Awareness
Week committee is currently
seeking MOTIVATED & energetic
members contact Holly Cofer @
581-7015.
_______________________9/15
$1500 weekly potential mailing
our circulars. No Experience
Required. Free information pack-
et. Call 410-347-1475.
_______________________10/3
It pays to advertise in the Daily
Eastern News.
____________________OO/HA
2 BEDROOM HOUSE ON LIN-
COLN for lease for 3-4 tenants.
Call 346-3583.
_______________________9/15
SUBLESSOR NEEDED for one
bedroom apt. Available Spring
and/or Summer semester. Call
Christy @ 345-9262.
_______________________9/17
LEASING FOR FALL 97 -
McArthur apartments. 2 bedroom
furnished. 345-2231
______________________12/15
2 BEDROOM HOUSE FULLY
FURNISHED. FENCED IN YARD
1 car garage. washer and dryer
hook up in basement for more
info. call Unique Homes
Properties 345-5022.
_______________________9/19
FOR SALE OR RENT: Duplex: 2
bedroom 1 1/2 bath with utility
room. Island kitchen with appli-
ances. Fully landscaped, 1000
square feet living space and full
basement. $81,400 per side pur-
chase or $750/month rent.
Call:CSI 345-7676.
_______________________9/16
LARGE 3 BEDROOM HOUSE
NEAR LANTZ. Basement with
washer/dryer hook-up. New
refrigerator, dishwasher, carpet,
and paint. Nice yard, WE MOW!
9-12 month lease, neg. $600.
345-6967.
_______________________9/15
FURNISHED LARGE BEDROOM
for one person. All utilities includ-
ed: Price Negotiable. Close to
campus. 345-6760.
_______________________9/15
1 BR. OPEN IN rental house, 4
blks from Old Main. W/D,
$200/mo. negotiable plus share
utilities. Call 348-6782 or 857-
3794
_______________________9/22
1986 FORD ESCORT 68,000
miles. Good condition. $1000
581-8003 ask for Ben.
_______________________9/19
13” RCA COLOR TV w/ remote.
Like new. $135 obo. Call 581-
3562.
_______________________9/17
5 MENS SPORTS JACKETS, 2
blazers like new. Top brands, size
42. Plus arrow shirts, real bar-
gain. 345-3654.
_______________________9/15
NINTENDO 64 with 2 games and
3 controllers. $225. 581-3595.
_______________________9/16
IBANEZ GUITAR, LOCKDOWNS,
WHAMMYBAR, CARRYING
CASE AND CORD. Crate amp.
GX-40C. $500 O.B.O. Will sell
separate. Call 581-3088.
_______________________9/18
NINTENDO 64, 7 Games, 2
Controllers. $325.00 obo. 348-
0623.
_______________________9/18
TREK 1200 RACING BIKE 56CM
Alum. fram. Shamino 105 compo-
nents. Excellent condition. $600
obo. 235-5060.
_______________________9/15
NEW MEMBERS OF TRI-
SIGMA: Congratulations on join-
ing the BEST sisterhood at
Eastern! We love you! Sigma
Love, Spo
_______________________9/15
NICOLE ADAMS:
Congratulations on pledging
ALPHA PHI! Your the best lil’ link-
er! Have a wonderful week! Love
Your Ivy Linker-Janel
_______________________9/15
MANDY JENNINGS OF DELTA
ZETA, Congrats on being a new
baby  turtle! Get ready for pledg-
ing! DZ love- Amy
_______________________9/15
CONGRATULATIONS, BRENDA
CHRUSCIEL, on becoming a
baby turtle. Your big sis loves
you! DZ love- Anne
_______________________9/15
BRO:HAPPY 21ST B-day, Happy
3rd Ann. Hope you enjoyed this
past weekend! Smooches
_______________________9/15
PARTY BARN AT RILEY CREEK
STABLES. AVAILABLE FOR
SOCIAL AND GREEK FUNC-
TIONS. 5 MIN. FROM CAMPUS.
AVAILABLE FALL SEM. 97. 348-
1424 CALL MR. ED.
_______________________9/15
MAKE UP TO $2000 IN ONE
WEEK! MOTIVATED STUDENT
GROUPS (FRATERNITIES,
SORORITIES, ETC.) NEEDED
FOR MARKETING PROJECT.
CALL DENNIS AT 1-800-357-
9009.
_______________________10/1
ATTENTION: GREEKS, ORGA-
NIZATIONS, CLUBS: Ted’s is now
booking for functions, lots of
space, great prices, Ted’s is the
choice for your private parties.
Call 345-9732 for rates and reser-
vations.
_______________________9/15
ALL STUDENTS parked in the
9th Street parking lot, across from
Andrews Hall, you must move
your car by 9 p.m. Monday, Sept.
15. The DODGE NEON Drunk
driving simulator will occupy this
lot on Sept. 16. For questions call
Holly Cofer @ 581-7015.
_______________________9/15
$CASH FOR COLLEGE$
GRANTS AND SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAIL. FROM PRIVATE AND
PUBLIC SECTOR. GREAT
OPPORTUNITY!!! FOR INFO: 1-
800-532-8890
_______________________9/30
ATTENTION: SAVE BIG $$$.
Students get your 1997 merchant
coupon book and save over $750!
Cash now available at Tokens for
a limited time $30!
_______________________9/30
DIET LOSE UP TO 30 LBS IN 30
DAYS. Programs start at $30.
MAGIC. Call 630-536-5260.
_______________________9/19
ALPHA PHI OMEGA EIU’s only
co-ed service fraternity. Info mtgs
9/16 and 9/17 @ 7:30 p.m.
Mattoon Rm. Union. Info call Erin
348-6248.
_______________________9/15
THE AGENCY All interested in PR should attend today at 6:30 p.m. in
21A McAfee. Call 7117 for more information
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Weekly prayer today at 3:45 p.m. in
Newman Chapel, located at the corner of 9th and Lincoln.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Daily Mass today as 12:05 p.m. in the
Newman Chapel.
EPSILON SIGMA ALPHA Special Events meeting tonight at 7:30 p.m.
in Stevenson lobby. Call Suzanne at 581-5671 or Kami at 348-6668 if
you can’t attend.
E.A.R.T.H. Come find out how you can go camping! Tonight at 7:15
p.m. in Coleman 121.
BGC Meeting tonight at 8 p.m. in the Martinsville room. Meeting has
been changed from 7 p.m. to 8 p.m.! Please be prompt.
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS If you ordered an Eventsful please pick
up...ASAP...8:30-4:00 daily in 201 University Union.
LESBIAN, GAY, BISEXUAL, & ALLIES UNION weekly meeting at 8
p.m. in the Paris room-Union. Everyone welcome!
PHI GAMMA NU Executive Board Meeting Monday at 7 p.m. in
Lumpkin Hall-Lounge.
Classified Ad Form
Name:___________________________________
Address: _________________________________
Phone:__________________Student ❏ Yes ❏ No
Dates to run ______________________________
Ad to read:
20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consec-
utive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.
Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
Check number________________
❏ Cash ❏ Check ❏ Credit
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. No parties or fundraising activi-
ties and events will be printed. All Clips should be submitted to The Daily
Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE DATE OF
EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be submitted as
a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline for Friday,
Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE WILL NOT
be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is illegible or
contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be edited for
available space.
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ST. LOUIS (AP) – Mark McGwire hit his 51st
homer, and the St. Louis Cardinals scored seven
runs in the eighth inning to beat the San Diego
Padres 10-4 Sunday.
McGwire, the first player with consecutive 50-
homer seasons since Babe Ruth in 1927-28,
connected off Joey Hamilton (11-6) in the sixth
inning, moving one short of his career high, set
last season. McGwire has 17 homers in 37 games
since St. Louis acquired him from Oakland on July
31, and has 14 games remaining to chase Roger
Maris’ season record of 61.
Tony Gwynn hit his 45th double in the first
inning to tie the Padres record Steve Finley set last
season. Gwynn, who also singled, is 15 shy of the
team hits record of 218 he set in 1987.
He went 2-for-5 and raised his batting average
to .366, three points behind NL leader Larry
Walker.
After McGwire’s homer pulled St. Louis to 4-3,
the Cardinals rallied in the eighth. Dmitri Young
had an RBI single off Mark Kroon (0-1), and
David Bell hit a two-run double for a 6-4 lead.
Eli Marrero followed with a two-run single and
another run scored on second baseman Craig
Shipley’s error. Plantier got his third RBI of the
day when he walked with the bases loaded.
Tony Fossas (2-6) got three outs in the eighth
inning for the victory.
Padres starter Joey Hamilton, who hasn’t won in
seven starts since Aug. 6., allowed three runs – two
earned – and four hits in seven innings.
CHICAGO (AP) – Chicago Bears running back Rashaan
Salaam will miss the rest of the season after breaking his lower
right leg in Sunday’s 32-7 loss to the Detroit Lions.
Salaam also tore an ankle ligament on his second carry of the
game and will have surgery this week. Trainer Tim Bream said
the rehabilitation process should last about three to four months.
Salaam, a 1,000-yard rusher as a rookie in 1995, lost his role
as the Bears’ primary ballcarrier to Raymont Harris after fum-
bling twice in last week’s loss to Minnesota. Salaam was still a
starter, though, and carried once in each of the first and second
quarters before getting hurt Sunday.
Bears coach Dave Wannstedt said Darnell Autry, a rookie from
Northwestern who was inactive for each of the season’s first
three games, will be the No. 2 back.
For the season, Salaam has 112 yards on 31 carries.
PITTSBURGH (AP) – The Pittsburgh Pirates continued a
September slide that may soon drop them out of contention in the NL
Central, losing 3-2 Sunday to Chicago as Mark Clark remained
unbeaten with the Cubs.
While the Cubs won for the eighth time in 11 games, the Pirates
have lost five of six and 14 of 19.
Clark (13-7), who had been 0-5 against the Pirates, gave up six hits,
struck out eight and walked none in eight innings for his sixth consec-
utive victory. He is 5-0 in seven starts since being traded by the Mets.
Turner Ward hit a tying pinch-hit homer off Clark in the eighth, but
the Cubs scored the go-ahead run in the ninth on pinch-hitter Lance
Johnson’s sacrifice fly off Rich Loiselle.
Pinch-hitter Miguel Cairo started the rally by lining a grounder past
Freddy Garcia for a two-base error – the third of the game by a Pirates
third baseman. Pinch-hitter Manny Alexander followed with an RBI
single against Ricardo Rincon (4-8), and Johnson, the Cubs’ third con-
secutive pinch-hitter, followed with fly to deep left off Loiselle.
The Pirates, who trailed Houston by only 1 game in the NL Central
as late as Sept. 2, slipped to a season-low seven games below .500 (71-
78) for the third time and are closer to third place than they are to first.
Pittsburgh began the day 4 games behind Houston and cannot retake
the division lead even with a sweep of the Astros in a two-game series
on Wednesday and Thursday in Three Rivers Stadium.
Once again, the Pirates’ trouble was the lack of timely hitting.
DENVER(AP) – Slow and steady wins
most races. It seldom beats the Denver
Broncos.
The St. Louis Rams’ plodding offense
was no match for Denver’s big-play attack
Sunday as John Elway threw four touch-
down passes in the Broncos’ 35-14 romp.
Elway’s scoring passes included 72- and
38-yarders to Rod Smith.
Darrien Gordon returned a punt 94
yards for another score, and Terrell Davis
had his third straight 100-yard rushing
game, gaining 103 yards on 21 carries.
Denver (3-0) overcame costly penalties
– seven for 65 yards in the first quarter
alone – in shredding the NFL’s No. 2
defense for 377 yards.
The Broncos defense, meanwhile,
sacked Tony Banks five times – two by
Neil Smith – and held the Rams (1-2) to
seven points until Ron Moore ran 27 yards
for a TD with 2:55 left.
Early in the third quarter, Gordon
camped under a punt, spun away from
would-be tackler Jeff Robinson and raced
94 yards down the left sideline for the
longest punt return in Broncos’ history,
giving Denver a 21-7 lead.
Moments after leaving the game with an
apparent injury to his passing arm early in
the final quarter, Elway returned and hit
Smith with a 38-yard scoring strike with
11:00 to play.
Two plays later, cornerback Ray
Crockett intercepted, and Elway promptly
hit Ed McCaffrey for a 23-yard TD pass
with 10:03 left.
Elway completed 16 of 28 passes for
247 yards, while Banks was 18-of-33 for
217 yards.
CHICAGO (AP) – Running
like an All-Pro again, Barry
Sanders helped drop the winless
Chicago Bears to their lowest
point in three decades.
Sanders, held to 53 yards in
the season’s first two games,
rushed for 161 Sunday as the
Detroit Lions rolled to a 32-7
victory.
While the Lions (2-1) ex-
celled, Chicago (0-3, all against
NFC Central rivals) looked awful
after two decent but not-quite-
good-enough efforts. The last
time the Bears opened with three
losses was 1969, when they went
1-13 in the franchise’s worst sea-
son.
Rick Mirer, acquired in an
unpopular offseason trade with
Seattle, made his Chicago debut
after coach Dave Wannstedt
benched starting quarterback
Erik Kramer in third quarter.
Mirer’s first possession ended
with a fumble, and he finished 10
of 21 for 90 yards.
Scott Mitchell, meanwhile,
responded to criticism from
Lions coach Bobby Ross, going
16 of 25 for 215 yards and two
touchdowns.
The game, however, belonged
to Sanders. He was at his juking,
darting best and showed why he
has 11,939 yards, sixth on the
NFL’s career list.
After averaging only 2.1 yards
on 25 carries in the first two
weeks – with Ross blaming him-
self for not giving his star the
ball more – Sanders averaged 8.5
yards on Sunday’s 19 attempts.
Sanders went 14 and 11 yards
on the Lions’ first two plays, set-
ting up the first of four field
goals by Jason Hanson. His 18-
yard run preceded Mitchell’s 16-
yard touchdown pass to Johnnie
Morton as Detroit went up 10-7
in the second quarter.
It was 13-7 in the third when
Kramer fumbled while sacked by
Reggie Brown. After Hanson
made a 29-yard field goal, Mirer
entered. He completed his first
pass, but lost the ball while
attempting a fourth-down sneak.
The Lions then went 44 yards to
score on Tommy Vardell’s 1-yard
run.
Detroit took a 29-7 lead in the
fourth quarter with a two-play
drive: Sanders’ 22-yard run and
Mitchell’s 27-yard TD pass to
Herman Moore.
For the Bears, the “Rashaan
Salaam problem’’ might have
solved itself when the third-year
back suffered a broken lower
right leg in the second quarter. 
McGwire hits 51 homer, Cards win Salaam out for season
Cubs plunder Pirates Lions rip through Bears at home
Broncos stampede over Rams with 35-14 win at Milehigh
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By DREW GRANGER
Staff writer
With a 2-0 loss to the University of
Missouri-Kansas City Sunday, the men’s soc-
cer team extended their season-long losing
skid to five games.
“It was very disappointing, for a number
of reasons,” Eastern head coach Tim Mc-
Clements said.
“Five games in a row, it’s hard to come out
of something like that,” sophomore midfield-
er Gary Shear said.
The game-winning goal came 35 minutes
into the first half when Kangaroo junior for-
ward Josh Lents split the Panther defense and
converted on a one-on-one scoring opportu-
nity.
Missouri-Kansas City added an insurance
goal in the second when junior midfielder
Kyle Vipond scored from five yards out at
the 79:08 mark. Sophomore midfielder Mark
Roennlgke assisted on the goal.
Eastern had its chances by once again out-
shooting the opposition. The Panthers took
20 shots at the Kangaroo net, including four
from inside the goal box. Missouri-Kansas
City took only seven shots in the entire game.
The Panther barrage forced the Kangaroo
keeper, junior Tim Baum, to make eight
saves in the game.
Eastern freshman goalie Ryan Wag-
uespack was credited with two saves.
McClements said some less-than-average
performances hindered the team. “Some of
our best players didn’t show,” McClements
said. “They didn’t play to their potential.
That really hurts you.”
McClements made some changes as the
game went along, attempting to inject life in
the Panther offense.
“In the second half, we made a lot of
adjustments,” he said. “We
brought a lot of the young-
er players in. We had five
or six new players that
were freshmen or sopho-
mores, and they gave us a
boost.”
McClements made
changes in the line that
paid off to some extent as
freshman forward Jake
Spain had six of the Pan-
thers 20 shots.
“The young guys did
well,” McClements said.
“They were able to get
some things done. We gen-
erated a lot of opportuni-
ties.”
But all Eastern could
come away with were
missed opportunities.
“It’s not like we don’t
have the opportunities. It’s
not like we don’t have
chances to win the game,”
McClements said. “We
aren’t winning the game
because of the little things.
We get players that are trying to do a little
too much. “Rather than be blue-collar hard
working players, they’re trying to be white-
collar, technical players,” he said. “That’s
when we give up points.”
Both McClements and junior defenseman
Kyle Mittendorf said the team saw what it
was expecting to see from the Kangaroos.
“They played a great game, they were
hardworking,” McClements said. “When we
made mistakes they took advantage of it. It’s
tough to say they were a much better team
than us, but they scored two goals and we
didn’t. My hat goes off to them.”
“If they get ahead, they pack it in a lot,
they play back a lot,” Mittendorf said. 
He said the Panthers started slowly, but
put pressure on the Kangaroo defense.
“In the first half we played very average
for us,” he said. “Towards the end of the first
half and in the second half, we kind of picked
up our game a lot. We’re still not playing
really together as a team.”
“We need to learn how to score goals,”
Shear said. “Right now we don’t know how
to win. We played good, we just can’t finish
it off. Everything is good, but everything is
slow.”
Shear said the offense shoulders the blame
for the team’s slide.
“I don’t really think the defense is the
problem, they let in one or two goals every
game that we lose,” he said. “What team usu-
ally loses when they only allow a goal or
two? 
“We try to get pretty,” Shear said. “We
need to shorten it up, get the ball in the back
of the net and not worry about looking pretty
for the crowd.”
Men’s soccer loses 5th in a row to Missouri-Kansas City
With the Panthers being able to defend
against the option-oriented offense of the
Pumas, Spoo is thankful they won’t have to
defend against it again.
“As a defense our goal is to improve every
week and we’ve done that,” defensive end
Ethan Banning said. “If we double their score,
we must have done something right.”
Linebacker Thomas Williams led the
Panther defensive attack with 21 tackles.
However, Banning said the offense deserves
a lot of credit for the Panther’s success against
the Pumas.
“Our offense was our best defense,” he said.
“They kept their offense off the field and it
helped out a great deal. Everyone stepped up
and played really well.”
Once again, the Panthers were plagued by
penalties, as they committed 10 for 80 yards.
“There were some holding penalties that
drive me nuts,” Spoo said. “We’ve got to cut
that out. We have to be more disciplined and
take care of business.
At the 2:31 mark in the third quarter with
the score 34-13, the Panthers recovered a fum-
ble and drove the ball to the Puma 13-yard
line. Lynch ran 13 yards for the score, but had
it called back on a Panther holding penalty.
Two plays later, Lynch scored again, only to
have it taken away by another holding penalty.
After coming up short on fourth down, St.
Joe’s took over on their own four yard line.
On the second play of the drive, Jason
Baldwin fumbled and the Panthers recovered
it on the two yard line. Two plays later Lynch
found himself in the endzone again, this time
without any flags on the field which extended
the score to 41-13. 
The Pumas added one touchdown at the end
of the fourth to make the final score 41-20.
Banning said it was vital to force the
turnover early in the fourth quarter after the
Panthers came up short on fourth down.
“It helped to stop the momentum a great
deal,” Banning said. “It’s always really impor-
tant to get turnovers. It gets us off the field so
we can get a break.”
The Pumas did get on the board first, with a
45-yard touchdown pass from Larry Smith to
halfback Marty Corley, capping off a six play,
68-yard drive.
Even with the early score from St. Joe’s, the
Panther defense didn’t panic.
“You know the option is going to come out
and the scout team can’t predict the speed of
it,” Banning said. “The first series is going to
be a little rough.”
Three minutes after the Puma score, the
Panthers tied the game with a one-yard touch-
down run by Simpson. Eastern added a 26-
yard field goal by Chad Larner at the tail end
of the first quarter. 
It was Larner’s first field goal of the season
and it gave the Panthers a 10-7 lead that they
would never relinquish. Larner later added
another 26-yard field goal.
“I’m glad for Chad that he got those field
goals,” Spoo said. “It was a good opportunity
and he converted them. That’s a plus for him.” 
Not only did Larner come through for the
special teams, but so did punter John Fowle
and return man Donnie Davis. 
On Fowle’s only punt of the night, he plant-
ed a 35-yard punt on the Puma 3-yard line. In
the second quarter Davis took a punt at the 6-
yard line and ran it for 83 yards where the
Panthers eventually got Larner’s second field
goal.
“We can be contenders as long as we limit
the mental mistakes,” Lynch said. “We have a
good team right now. We’re going to be hard
to stop.
“We just have to do the little things, do
everything right.”
FOOTBALL from page 12
CHICAGO (AP) – Little
warning. No warmups. That’s
all surprised Chicago reliever
Keith Foulke got when he was
suddenly thrust into Sunday’s
game against the Cleveland
Indians.
Foulke’s impromptu appear-
ance was just part of a bizarre
eighth inning that saw the
Indians score seven runs en
route to an 8-2 victory over the
White Sox.
Chicago manager Terry
Bevington wore a path to the
mound in the eighth, using five
pitchers, and the White Sox
ended up deploying nine pitch-
ers overall to tie a major
league record for a nine-inning
game.
“I didn’t know what was
going on. I was as clueless as
everybody else,” said Foulke.
Sox lose
to Indians
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Panther senior forward Henry Ospina sends a shot at Missouri-Kansas City goalkeeper Tim Baum in
Sunday’s game at Lakeside Field. Eastern lost the game 2-0, extending their losing streak to five games.
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“The line was making huge
holes and everything was click-
ing,” Lynch said.  “The main
thing was when we got into the
secondary, it was hard to get past
them. That’s why we got 10 or
12 yards every carry.”
Besides playing a big part in
the running game, the offensive
line also played a big part in the
passing attack for the Panthers.
“Our offensive line set up the
play action,” Simpson said.
“Even the time I got sacked by
the goal line, that was a coverage
sack.”
Simpson also enjoyed the
offensive outburst as he complet-
ed 11-of-12 passes for 125 yards
and one touchdown. 
“That’s great, that’s wonder-
ful,” Spoo said. “Hopefully he
can keep that up.” 
With the performance,
Simpson increased his Ohio
Valley Conference leading com-
pletion percentage from 62.8
percent to 69 percent. 
Junior flanker Donnie David
was Simpson’s favorite target as
he caught seven passes for 97
yards and one touchdown. One
of the receptions was a 36-yard
touchdown pass from Simpson
which put the Panthers up 17-7. 
Simpson also found success
on the ground by rushing for two
touchdowns. 
The biggest run he had was on
a fourth down play towards the
end of the third quarter when he
ran a bootleg for 19 yards to the
1-yard line. 
From there he ran the ball in
for the touchdown to give
Eastern a 34-13 lead.
Simpson said much of the
offensive success was because of
the run game.
“We got the ground game
going which set  up the play
action,” he said. 
By JASON COLET
Staff writer
The Lady Panther volleyball team
had another successful weekend as
senior Lori Sommer earned MVP of
the Wright State Nike Challenge and
set a career record of 1000 kills and
1000 digs. 
Along with Sommer, senior Kara
Harper and freshman Kim Blackwell
earned All-Tournament Team honors. 
Eastern finished the tournament
with a perfect 3-0 record, shutting out
all three teams in three games. 
“Even though the third games were
all close, we were able to win and
avoid going into a fourth game,” Lady
Panther head coach Betty Ralston
said.
Eastern dominated Valparaiso 15-4,
15-7, 16-14, defeated Eastern Mich-
igan 15-11, 15-6 and 16-14 and over-
came Wright State with scores 15-9,
15-10 and 15-13.
Eastern improved
their record to 7-2
overall. 
“We were able to
pull out some
matches this week-
end,” Ralston said.
“All of the teams
are in a little bit of a
down-phase.”
Ralston said the
teams they saw this year are much dif-
ferent than the versions they saw last
season.
“Last year Valparaiso won their
conference, so each team is strug-
gling,” Ralston said.
“We’re playing a better all around
game,” said senior setter Kara Harper.
“Our defense was probably the best
its been all season,” Sommer said.
“Blocks are up and the defense is
improving in all areas.” 
Sommer joined the 1,000 kill/1,000
dig club by recording 35 kills over the
three games.
“It feels really good,” Sommer said.
“Our defense was great. It was the fac-
tor that helped us the most.”
Senior middle hitter Monica
Shrader led in hitting percentage with
.364 and led the Lady Panther team
with 12 blocks. Lindsey Celba contin-
ues her consistency on defense by
recording 52 digs while teammate
Meleah Cutler helped out with 10 cru-
cial blocks. 
Harper earned 110 assists over the
three games and grabbed five service
aces. Harper is getting closer to the
service ace record as she needs one
more ace to sit behind Vanessa Wells
in second place and 11 more to hold
the record. 
“We will probably not get as many
service aces this weekend because the
teams are very strong,” Ralston said.
The Lady Panthers will take part in
the Kentucky Conference Challenge
this weekend. 
Women’s volleyball wins tourney
The men’s volleyball club is currently seeking
players for the this season and will conduct tryouts
Tuesday and Wednesday in McAfee Gym from 7
p.m. to 10 p.m. both nights.
Club member Matt Tillman said they are seeking
approximately 10-15 new players.
While the men’s volleyball team is a club sport
and not sponsored by the school, they do not receive
any money and that means the members must
absorb the cost. Tillman said new members can
expect to pay about $50 in dues for the semester.
Also members do not have to meet NCAA eligi-
bility requirements.
Currently, the club does not have a schedule for
the season but Tillman said they team will begin
playing about a month after the tryouts are com-
plete.
“We hope anybody who has ever played or would
like to play will come out,” Tillman said. 
By CHAD MERDA
Associate sports editor
For the second week in a row, the men’s cross coun-
try team ran away with first place, this time at the
Bradley Open.
The men finished with 31 points, with Bradley
coming in a distant second with 78 points. Western
Illinois, Greenville College and St. Louis University
rounded out the top five with 98, 99 and 136 points,
respectively.
The Lady Panther squad also took first place, with
67 points. Southern Illinois University-Carbondale
placed second with 87 points. Bradley, St. Louis, and
Northern Illinois took third, fourth and fifth place,
respectively.
“On the men’s side, I thought they should take care
of it that way and it was nice to do it,” head coach
John McInerney said. “The women I thought would
be in the top three. I thought they ran really well.”
Senior Todd Moroney placed second overall in a
field of 107 competitors with a time of 25:34, six sec-
onds off the pace of Bradley’s Andy Snyder. Senior
Ryan Meece took fifth place at 26:04. Junior Bruce
Lundborg, senior Mike McBride and sophomore Ryan
Boyles placed ninth, 10th and 12th place, respectively.
“Moroney ran with the team early on and he ran
really nice and effectively,” McInerney said. “The
young kids were helping out and I’m pleased on that
side.”
The young kids McInerney was referring to are
freshmen Ryan Hall, Adam Marriott and Ben Everett
as they took 23rd, 25th and 32nd place, respectively.
For the Lady Panthers senior Cristen Conrad fin-
ished in third place while her partner, junior Sue
Langer, took fourth out of 139 runners. Conrad came
in with a time of 18:27 while Langer finished two sec-
onds later. Bradley’s Mary Ellen Hill ran the race in
17:36, which was good enough for first place.
Freshman Erika Coull-Parenty came in eighth place
with a time of 18:44 while Jo-Ann Trevino was the
next Lady Panther to cross the finish line in a time of
19:40.
“Conrad and Langer ran really mature races and
Coull-Parenty gave a great freshman effort,”
McInerney said. “Trevino slipped a little bit but she’s
going to get nothing but better.”
Even with three Lady Panthers in the top eight over
the weekend, McInerney still isn’t satisfied.
“We have plenty of room to improve,” he said. “On
both sides, we can do a lot better things.”
After starting off the season with two first place fin-
ishes for the men and with a second place showing
last weekend for the women to go along with first
place at Bradley, McInerney said he doesn’t want the
teams to get overconfident.
Volleyball club
to hold tryouts
Lori Sommer
Cross country teams run away
with first place at Bradley Open 
OFFENSE from page 12
The line was mak-
ing huge holes and
everything was clicking.” 
-Justin Lynch,
junior tailback
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By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
For the second game in a row, the
Panther offense generated more than
40 points in their 41-20 defeat of St.
Joseph’s College on Saturday night.
“We should have scored more
points this week and last week,”
senior Panther quarterback Mike
Simpson said. “There are no num-
bers that we shoot for, but it’s grati-
fying to see numbers like that.”
As a whole, the Panther offense
gained 325 yards on the ground and
125 yards passing, averaging 7.3
yards per play. 
One major part of the offensive
production was the tailback duo of
junior Justin Lynch and sophomore
Jabarey McDavid. Lynch ran for 128
yards and two touchdowns while
McDavid ran for 127 yards, includ-
ing a 40-yard romp in the third quar-
ter. 
Even though the Puma defense
was geared to stop the run, Panther
head coach Bob Spoo kept with the
run throughout the game.
“They had a tough time defending
it and that’s a credit to our offensive
line and our running backs for run-
ning hard and breaking tackles,”
Spoo said. 
Lynch did not take all the credit
for his performance as he also
shared it with McDavid and junior
fullback Conrad Praamsma.
“Conrad and I talk a lot and he is
also a big part of the line, he’s the
lead blocker and has to take on their
bigger blockers,” Lynch said.
“Jabarey brings something new; he’s
quick, short and runs hard.
“Last week helped me, it was a
good confidence builder,” he said. “I
ran aggressively and broke tackles
and it carried over into this week.
Today I was running harder and tak-
ing shots, and bouncing off them.”
Another part of the offensive
explosion was the play of the
Panther offensive line.
By CHAD MERDA
Associate sports editor
With Eastern’s 41-20 win over
St. Joseph’s College on Saturday,
Panther head coach Bob Spoo is
not considering the win any less
significant because of the Puma’s
Division II status.
“It’s certainly nice to win
against anybody,” Spoo said.
“They’re a good football team
even though they’re a Division II
team. They kept coming at us.”
Any fans going to the game
between Eastern (2-1) and the
Pumas (1-2) hoping to see a quar-
terback shootout surely went
home disappointed as both teams
passed the ball only 21 times –
compared to 102 rushing
attempts.
The Panthers got the better end
of the deal as they rushed for a
season-high 325 yards – mainly
coming in the form of 128 from
tailback Justin Lynch and 127 by
tailback Jabarey McDavid.
However, St. Joe’s did manage to
rack up 241 yards.
Panther quarterback Mike
Simpson connected on 11-of-12
passes for 125 yards and one
touchdown, while Puma quarter-
back Larry Smith struggled, com-
pleting 3-of-8 passes for 51
yards.
Simpson is not disappointed
with the limited number of pass
attempts the game plan called for.
“Whatever gets us the most
points and the win,” he said. “If
we’re a better team running the
ball, that’s fine with me.”
Catfight ends in 41-20 Panther win over Pumas
Gridders aided by offensive onslaught
IKUYA KURATA/Staff photographer
Junior tailback Justin Lynch (20) escapes a tackle from St. Joseph’s at O’Brien Field on Saturday.
COLIN LANNING/Staff photographer
Cathy Boyer, a sophomore fullback, outruns a Middle Tennessee player
at home at Lakeside field Saturday.
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer
The Lady Panther soccer team
saw two streaks come to an end
this weekend.
They broke their scoreless
streak, along with a three-game
losing streak, with a 5-0 victory
over Middle Tennessee State
Saturday at Lakeside Field. 
“I thought we played well, tac-
tically the team did what I want-
ed them to do,” Lady Panther
head coach Steve Ballard said.
“We got to play a lot of people
and got to experiment a little bit.”
Even though it is early in the
season, sophomore defender
Michelle Macumber said this was
a big win.
“It is very important,” she said.
“We needed a lift after losing.”
The team erupted for five
goals after being held scoreless
in its first three games. Eastern
had total control of the game,
outshooting the Lady Raiders 17-
3.
“We used the midfield and the
outside more,” Macumber said. 
The honor of getting the first
goal of the year went to junior
midfielder Heather Ory, when
she scored two minutes into the
game. She took a corner kick
from junior forward Beth Aussin
and headed the ball into the back
of the net.
The Lady Panthers never
looked back as they scored once
more in the first half and three
times in the second half.
Ory finished the game with
three goals, one of them coming
three minutes into the second
half on a rebound off a Lady
Raider. The assist on the goal
went to junior forward Tracie
Strother. It was her first point of
the season.
Strother also assisted on a
Macumber goal in the first half.
Strother ran the ball down to the
goal line and passed the ball back
to an open Macumber, who
scored her first goal of the year.
The other Lady Panther goal
came off the foot of sophomore
midfielder Michelle Stec, who
took a pass from freshman for-
ward Monica Cameron and one-
touched the ball in the goal.
Even though Strother had two
assists and Aussin had one, they
have still yet to score a goal this
season.
“I know Tracie and Beth are in
a slump and when they break out
of it, it will make us even better,”
Ballard said. “They are really
pressing now and they need to
relax and let the goals come. I
know it will happen, it’s just a
matter of time.”
Ballard said even though the
competition wasn’t the toughest,
it was still a big win.
“The competition wasn’t Big
10, Big 12 or Conference USA
but it’s nice to beat an Ohio
Valley Conference team,” he
said. “This sets us up for our big
game at the University of Illinois
on Wednesday.”
Macumber is hoping the
teams’ success in this game will
carry over into the following
games.
“We just have to keep on
working hard in practice and
keep our heads up,” she said.
Ballard had been professing
one thing in practice this week in
hopes of the team breaking the
scoreless streak.
“He wanted us to finish the
ball better,” Macumber said. “I
think we did a good job of that.”
See FOOTBALL page10
See OFFENSE page 11
Calendar
TC
also this week:
Men’s volleyball club tryouts at 7 p.m. on Tuesday and
Wednesday at McAfee Gym.
for the week of 
Sept. 15-21
PANTHER
Wed.
Thur.
Fri.
Sat.
Sat.
Sat.
Sun.
Sun.
7 p.m.
6 p.m.
TBA
TBA
10:30 a.m.
6:30 p.m. 
1 p.m.
3 p.m.
W Soccer
M Soccer
Volleyball
Volleyball
Cross country
Football
W Soccer
M Soccer
Illinois
Dayton
Kentucky Challenge
Kentucky Challenge
EIU Open
Illinois State
Dayton
Western Illinois
A
A
A
A
H
A
H
H
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee State
Southeast Missouri
Murray State
Tennessee Tech
Eastern Kentucky
Middle Tennessee
Tennessee-Martin
1-0
1-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-0
0-1
0-1
2-1
1-2
1-1
1-2
0-1
0-2
0-2
0-2
1997
FOOTBALL
Standings
TEAM Conf.    Overall
Saturday’s results
Eastern Illinois 41, St. Joseph’s 20
Chattanooga 33, Middle Tenn. 24
W. Kentucky 37, Eastern Kentucky 21
Illinois State41, Southeast Missouri 7
Jackson State 31, Tenn. State 28
Southern Illinois 24,Murray State 20 
Women’s soccer team wins at home
